Synthesis, molecular modelling, and NMR structure determination of four cyclic peptide antagonists of endothelin.
A combined distance geometry and molecular mechanics/dynamics (MM/MD) protocol was unable to predict the active conformation of the cyclic pentapeptide inhibitor of endothelin-1 receptor, BQ-123, and two analogues. However, the MM/MD method alone is sufficient to predict the solution conformation of a third analogue. In that one case, the combination of proline at residue 3 and an N alpha-methyl substitution at residue 5 provides enough internal constraints to eliminate conformational flexibility seen in the other three analogues. For this constrained analogue, the 50 lowest energy conformations (out of a set of 500 DGEOM-generated, MM/MD minimized conformations) differ by no more than 3.9 kcal/mol. Thirty three of these 50 conformations have backbone atom RMSDs of less than 0.33 A, relative to the lowest energy conformation. The accuracy of this MM/MD model is verified by determining the solution structure of each of the four analogues with 2D NMR techniques. Each of the cyclic pentapeptides has a well defined solution conformation where a proline residue is clearly in a gamma-turn, leaving the remaining residues in a loose beta-turn. All four experimental NMR conformations agree closely with the MM/MD model.